Topology of morphologically detectable protein and cholesterol in membranes of polypeptide-secreting cells.
The freeze-fracture morphology of intracellular and plasma membranes in endocrine and exocrine polypeptide-secreting cells has been studied to detect changes while these membranes interact during secretion. A qualitative and quantitative evaluation of intramembrane particles and filipin binding as indicators of protein and cholesterol content of the membranes, respectively, reveals the following changes. From the forming of the maturing pole of the Golgi complex, membranes lose morphologically detectable protein and gain morphologically detectable cholesterol. The protein-poor, cholesterol-rich secretory granule membrane then interacts with a richly particulate plasma membrane in endocrine cells and with a moderately particulate luminal membrane in exocrine cells. The site of interaction between secretory granule and plasma membrane is characterized by a local clearing of intramembrane particles; by contrast, filipin-binding sites revealing cholesterol are present in this area. In exocrine cells, the fused secretory granule, which is initially rich in filipin-cholesterol complexes and poor in particles, appears to lose progressively its filipin labelling to resemble the poorly labelled luminal membrane. These findings, although they cannot be interpreted definitely at present, clearly show impressive changes of membrane structure along the secretory pathway and suggest that a corresponding degree of functional specialization is needed for proper interaction to occur.